
AP Macroeconomics Summer Assignment
Teacher: Mr. Bleier

Contact: Bleierm@norwalkps.org

Course Description:

AP Macroeconomics is an introductory college-level macroeconomics course. Students cultivate their
understanding of the principles that apply to an economic system as a whole by using principles and models to
describe economic situations and predict and explain outcomes with graphs, charts, and data as they explore
concepts like economic measurements, markets, macroeconomic models, and macroeconomic policies. In order to
be successful in this course students will be required to read regular textbook reading assignments, complete
assigned problems, take good notes, and participate in discussions and simulation activities.  Be prepared to study,
learn independently and in groups, and have discussions in class about problems and situations. This class has 2
goals: 1. To provide you with a college experience while still in high school 2. To prepare you for the AP exam to be
given in the spring.

In order to get a head start on the vast amount of Macroeconomics curriculum students are responsible for
knowing on the AP exam, you will need to complete the following summer assignment that covers the major concepts
in our first unit of basic Macroeconomics.

Taking this course will require you to get out of your comfort zone and take responsibility to study and ask
questions! Our AP Macroeconomics journey starts with the completion of this assignment. This assignment is due on
the first day of class and will be counted as your first test grade. Make sure Good luck and email me with any
questions!

You now have a choice ahead of you, and all choices have a cost and benefit. You can either:

Option A: Dedicate the time and effort to do your summer assignment well.
• Cost: Lose some vacation time
• Benefit: Start the semester with a good grade and feel prepared.
Option B: Complete the assignment the night before it is due.
• Cost: Start the semester off with an okay grade. Lose some sleep. Don’t feel as prepared.
• Benefit: Don’t lose vacation time and it is possible that your teacher won’t be able to tell you did the assignment the
night before (but I can usually tell).
Option C: Don’t do the assignment at all.
• Cost: Start the semester off with an F, completely unprepared.
• Benefit: No loss of vacation time.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

THE SUMMER ASSIGNMENT IS POSTED ON GOOGLE CLASSROOM

GOOGLE CLASSROOM ACCESS CODE: 5ocggjr
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